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Dar Mayweather is a leadership studies faculty member at the University of
North Carolina Wilmington and has more than a decade of diversity

 and inclusion teaching, consulting, and training experience. 

His professional journey began in corporate, then mental health, before
ending up in higher education. He holds a Bachelors of Science in Criminal

Justice, a Masters of Science in Education and is currently pursuing a
Doctorate in Educational Leadership at Eastern Michigan University.

He received Eastern Michigan University's Student Success and 
Engagement Award and the State of Michigan's King Chavez Parks 

Future Faculty Fellow Award.

Dar definitely gave our members solid, thoughtful, and
practical information to challenge themselves. Several

attendees remarked that they realized a need to not only
be more open and inclusive, but to take proactive steps to

fight systemic racism and create a more supportive,
understanding environment for their teams.

Dar spoke at the State of Michigan KCP (King, Chavez,
Parks) Conference. He was our first speaker to start off the

conference and everyone raved at how great he did.
Everyone agreed that he was an excellent choice to start

out the conference. He is so great to work with and just an
overall nice person!

Dar Mayweather helps his audience have energetic and
confident conversations around diversity and inclusion

through a leadership lens. He gets energy from speaking in
front of crowds and now leading virtual spaces on

leadership across differences. The following programs can
be customized for all levels as a 40-minute webinar or

ongiong facilitated cohort training.

CONTACT

WHERE I'VE BEEN: 

SPEAKER | LECTURER | CONSULTANT

| T.J. Sullivan, Executive
Director, Superior Chamber |OPENING EASIER

CONVERSATIONS ON RACE

DAR MAYWEATHER

| Jamie Vassel, State of Michigan
KCP Conference Coordinator|

Dar spoke at the university I work for and I was so happy
that I attended the presentation. He is such an engaging

speaker and made me rethink topics related to diversity and
inclusion in the workplace. I can't thank Dar enough for

coming to UIndy!

| Rebecca Coutcher, Indiana University
Bloomington Admissions Counselor |

PARTICIPANTS 
30K+

ORGANIZATIONS
200+

CONFERENCE KEYNOTES
20+

Learn intergroup dialogue strategies
Identify examples of racial awareness
Explore the complexities of race and racial issues in
American organizations

MOVING BEYOND 
BUZZWORDS IN D.E.I EFFORTS

Be introduced to leadership concepts that support D.E.I.
Develop meaningful personal and group values aligned
with diversity and inclusion
Discuss how to engage in D.E.I., in leadership through
actions and behaviors

I AM MANY: SOCIAL 
IDENTITY IN LEADERSHIP

Identify social identity group experiences
Reflect on how we experience social identity privilege
and oppression
Increase awareness and appropriate response to these
experiences in the workplace


